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Enhancements
Guide

Color Contrast tests have been improved to not only show the existing color ratio but show you
the exact color that would work well. In addition there is now a “Use Suggested” button which
will allow you to change the text instantly and correct the contrast ratio.

Header tests now show empty headers and allow you to simply fix them by hitting the “Fix” link,
removing the invisible header from the page.
Numerous other heading tests have been improved to detect the issue better and to allow you
to see where the header problem is while editing the block itself. There are now tests that will
show when page titles are not unique across your site, which will improve both your accessibility
and your SEO. There is also a Save and Rescan button now while editing so you can see the
effect of your changes without leaving the block that you are working on.

RTE

The RTE has been enhanced with a new color picker tool that will allow you to use any color you
choose for text. You can now pick with a color wheel or input the RGB or Hex code for a color to
use the exact color you’d like
FEED Blocks on Web Pages now have an archive view
All feed blocks will have a system generated page now that allows the user to see more feed
posts. Users will be able to go back and see old news and announcement posts from any public
feed block. Previously feed blocks could hold up to 20 posts but there was no function to see
any posts that were older.
Fixes
Video Blocks
A recent Chrome update is not compatible with the way that many websites use style
sheets and this has resulted in video blocks not displaying properly on certain themes.
We have changed the way that video blocks display content and this is resolved.
In addition, various fixes and improvements have also been released.

